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We show that a specific implementation of a unitary map on multiple qubits in an ion trap is physically
equivalent to a Hamiltonian evolution that belongs to the same universality class as the transverse Ising
Hamiltonian. We suggest experimental signatures, and present numerical simulations for the case of four
qubits.
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Feynman suggested that it is possible for one quantum
system to simulate another f1g, a suggestion that has engen-
dered the new field of quantum computation. We examine
the ion trap implementation of quantum computing and show
that the unitary maps that have already been realized on this
system f2g can be composed to correspond to the dynamics
of a Hamiltonian system closely related to that of an Ising
spin chain in a transverse magnetic field. We show this by
making use of the renormalization-group sRGd theory of
quantum phase transitions.
The simulation of the arbitrary time evolution of a quan-
tum system is considered an NP problem f3g, as memory and
processing resources on a classical computer increase expo-
nentially with the number of degrees of freedom of the prob-
lem to be simulated. Lloyd f4g revisited Feynman’s original
thesis and showed that it was possible to implement the time
evolution of an arbitrary spin Hamiltonian to a particular
precision in polynomial time.
Rather than consider the simulation of a general quantum
system, we will discuss a Hamiltonian model that corre-
sponds to a specific quantum algorithm that is potentially
realizable on an ion trap quantum computer. We show that
the dynamics of a unitary map corresponds to the dynamics
of a nontrivial many-body Hamiltonian.
Subsequent to the Cirac and Zoller’s f5g suggestion for an
ion trap implementation of quantum information processing,
a number of fast pulse schemes have been proposed f6g. In
this paper, we use the geometric phase gate method in Ref.
f8g. Using this method, a two-qubit phase gate, which has the
form uCl→e−ixsxs1dsxs2duCl, has been demonstrated f2g.
We consider the composition of the two unitary maps,
similar to those demonstrated in Ref. f2g, which corresponds
to the composition of the time evolution of two Hamilto-
nians, Eqs. s2d and s3d. We will then apply the Jordan-
Wigner transformation to this model to express the Hamilto-
nians in terms of noninteracting fermions. We are then able
to perform a composition of operators in an SUs2d represen-
tation to yield a single highly nonlocal Hamiltonian. Then,
using RG theory concepts, it can be shown that the Hamil-
tonian belongs in the same universality class as the trans-
verse Ising chain. Hence, we conclude that our separated
model has a QPT in the same universality class as the trans-
verse Ising chain, even though we have implemented a much
simpler map than one simulating the transverse Ising chain.
The QPT in the one-dimensional transverse Ising model
f9g is very well understood. The Hamiltonian is given by
HIsing = Hx + Hu, s1d
where
Hx = xo
j=1
N
sz
sjdsz
sj+1d
, s2d
Hu = uo
j=1
N
sx
sjd
, s3d
and N is the number of sites in the chain. At uuu= uxu, the
model undergoes a QPT from a ferromagnet suxu. uuud to a
paramagnet suxu, uuud f9g.
While unitary maps of the form uCl→eiHxuCl and uCl
→eiHuuCl have been realized f2g experimentally, it is impos-
sible to perform them both at the same time with currently
proposed ion trap architectures. The combined Hamiltonian
may be approximated by Lloyd’s f4g methods, which in-
volves applying terms such as s1/mdHx and s1/mdHu repeat-
edly, m times. However, this requires coherent processing
over the duration of an involved algorithm—instead, we will
consider the unitary map
Usx,ud = e−iHxe−iHu = e−iH
¯
Þ e−isHx+Hud. s4d
This map has been proposed by Milburn et al. f7,8g as being
easier to simulate than the map which corresponds to the
time evolution of a transverse Ising chain Hamiltonian. This
problem is nontrivial because Hu and Hx do not commute—
the evolution of the combined Hamiltonian is not the com-
position of the evolutions of both Hamiltonians. We are in-
terested in whether this mapping will have the same quantum
phase-transition behavior as the transverse Ising chain.
We will follow Jordan and Wigner f10g in creating Fourier
transformed electron creation and annihilation operators, cj
†
and cj, at site j, and Ck denotes their Fourier transform. We
can then express our unitary map as
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Usx,ud ; e−iokA
ˆ
ke−iokB
ˆ
k, s5d
where Aˆ k=xf2 cos kCk
†Ck− i sin ksCk
†C
−k
† +CkC−kdg and Bˆ k
=−ius2Ck
†Ck−1d, and we require the thermodynamic limit
and discrete k.1
However, it would be nice to be able to express Usx ,ud as
a single exponential. We define the following operators n
with the same commutation relations as the SUs2d genera-
tors:
n1
skd
= − isCk
†C
−k
† + CkC−kd ,
n2
skd
= s− Ck
†C
−k
† + CkC−kd ,
n3
skd
= Ck
†Ck + C
−k
† C
−k − I .
Hence, we can express Ak=xscos k+aW .nWkd and Bk=ubW k .nWk,
where aW k= ssin k ,0 ,cos kd and bW k= s0,0 ,1d. Relating the fer-
mionic operators to SUs2d in this way was inspired by a
similar approach in the theory of superconductors f11g.
SUs2d is closed under composition with a well understood
composition relation f12g, which we can now apply to our
system f12g. Now U=PkUk, where
Uksx,ud = e−ixaW k·nWke−iub
W
k·nWk = e−i cos ke−ikkgWksx,ud·nWk s6d
and
gW ksx,ud = sin k cos u sin x,− sin k sin u sin x,
ssin u cos x + cos k cos u sin xd , s7d
kk =
cos−1 hk
˛1 − hk2
, s8d
hk = cos u cos x − cos k sin u sin x . s9d
We have the final form of the decoupled and combined
transformation,
Usx,ud = PkUksx,ud = e−iokkkgWksx,ud·nWk. s10d
Hence, we have found that the effective Hamiltonian, H¯ ,
defined in Eq. s4d is given by H¯ =okkkgW ksx ,ud ·nWk, which
decribes a noninteracting fermion model. However, if we
now do the inverse Jordan-Wigner transformation, we find
nonlocal and long-range interactions in the original spins.
We take two approaches in showing that this effective
Hamiltonian is in the same universality class as the Ising
Hamiltonian. First, we present an argument based on RG
techniques, and second, we perform exact diagonalization for
a finite-sized system.
RG theory suggests that to be in the universality class of
the Ising model, we would need the strength of nonlocal
terms to decrease exponentially with separation. Thus, when
viewed at larger length scales, the nonlocal terms would be-
come irrelevant, and the model would reduce to an effective
nearest-neighbor model.
Consider the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian, H¯ ,
which is applicable in the thermodynamic limit. Near criti-
cality, the physics will be driven by long-wavelength effects,
which suggest that the wave vector k will be small. Hence, in
the continuum limit, we can consider only low-lying states,
near k=0. Following Chap. 4 of Ref. f9g, we find that the
Lagrangian corresponding to this Hamiltonian is
L˜ = C†]C
]t
+
su + xdsin x
sinsu + xd SC†]C
†
]x
− C
]C
]x
D − 2su + xdC†C ,
s11d
where t is imaginary time. Now we scale the problem at a
scale dl more coarse in space, and dl more coarse in time. For
criticality to hold, these scaling conditions must leave the
Lagrangian unchanged. This occurs only when the quantity
u+x is identically zero, exactly as in the transverse Ising
model.
If we include second- sor higher-d order effects in k, terms
of the form D8C†s]2C /]x2d or D9C†s]C† /]xds]C /]xdC sor
higher derivativesd appear in the Lagrangian. One can show
that the parameters D8 and D9 are irrelevant, as the scaling
dimensions are f9g
dimsD8d = − 1, dimsD9d = − 2.
Thus we conclude that our continuum Hamiltonian H˜ be-
longs in the same universality class as the transverse Ising
Hamiltonian, HIsing. Hence, it is possible to access the physi-
cal properties at criticality of this well known model in a
straightforward manner. We have made the crucial assump-
tion of operation in the thermodynamic limit which is neces-
sary for renormalization to work. Nevertheless, we will show
in Fig. 1 that even for moderate N, the signatures of the QPT
1This is so that the property 2okCk
†Ck=oksCk
†Ck+C
−k
† C
−kd holds. k
may take on values k=2pm /L, where m=−L /2 , . . . ,
−1 ,0 ,1 , . . . , sL−2d /2. It is also important to take note of the bound-
ary terms. Strictly, in order to have Eqs. s4d and s5d identical, we
must make the identification cN+1=c1seio j=1
N
cj
†
cj +1d f28g.
FIG. 1. The second derivative of the ground-state energy of the
effective Hamiltonian H¯ ssolidd, based on Eq. s6d, and for the trans-
verse Ising Hamiltonian, HIsing sdashedd, as a function of f
=argsu+ ixd. Note that both show singularities at u= ±x. uu2+x2u
was chosen to be 1.9, and we set N=100. For smaller u and x, the
commutator between Hu and Hx becomes small, and the Hamil-
tonian H¯ becomes asymptotically closer to the Ising Hamiltonian
HIsing.
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are still observable.
We now show numerical evidence for an Ising-like tran-
sition. We note that eigenstates of H¯ are simply products of
the eigenstates of H¯ k, where H¯ k=kkgW ksx ,ud ·nWk. In the basis
hu0l ,Ck
†u0l ,C
−k
† u0l ,Ck
†C
−k
† u0lj, there will be four eigenvalues
of H¯ k, which we can denote in ascending order as hEk
sid
, i
=1,2 ,3 ,4j. We now have the ground-state energy as E0
=okEk
1
.
2 We define f=argsu+ ixd so that we take into ac-
count only the relative magnitude of u and x. The Ising criti-
cality condition u= ±x is now f= ±p /4 , ±3p /4.
In Fig. 1, we observe a sharp peak in the second deriva-
tive of the ground-state energy, E0, with respect to f. In the
thermodynamic limit, this would become a singularity, indi-
cating a continuous phase transition. Further, we observe that
this condition occurs for f= ±p /4 , ±3p /4, which corre-
sponds to the Ising transition. It is possible to show analyti-
cally f13g that the singularity in the second derivative of the
ground-state energy has a logarithmic form, and the ground-
state energy E0,−su±xd2−a near u= ±x. The value of the
critical exponent a=0+, identical to the value for the trans-
verse Ising model f14g, confirming our results again.
We now turn our attention to the experimental signatures
by which we can discern a QPT. It has recently been shown
that entanglement scales near a quantum critical point
f15,16g. QPTs are driven by quantum fluctuations f9g, and
entanglement is a vehicle for nonlocal effects to be manifest.
As entanglement is a physical resource, it may be directly
measured by a number of schemes f17,18g. It is known that
for the transverse Ising model, the nearest-neighbor entangle-
ment E scales as a function of uf−fcu. Since the model pre-
sented here has a phase transition in the same universality
class, we expect to see identical behavior in this model. Ex-
perimentally, however, isolating the ground state of the sys-
tem to observe this may be very difficult, and we may be
forced to look for another experimental signature of a critical
point.
We can measure UmuCl3 in the computational basis states,
uil,4 which can be done in an ion trap by fluorescence shelv-
ing readout. Hence, we can measure
zkiuUmuClz2 = Uo
n
kiufnlkfnuCleimEnU2. s12d
If we perform a Fourier transform of zkiuUmuClz2 over m, we
expect to see peaks around the allowable transition energies
En−En8. A numerical simulation of this is shown in Fig. 2 for
four qubits.
Since we are considering unitary maps, and not Hamilto-
nians, we can only determine the eigenvalues of U to within
an additive constant of 2p. Hence, in order that the Fourier
components are not aliased sthat the energy levels do not
“wrap around” on themselvesd, we require the ground state to
have an energy E0.−p, and the highest excited state to have
an energy E2N ,p. Since the energy is a function which
scales with OsN ,u ,xd, we require the condition
maxsuuu , uxud,kint /N, where kint is Os1d.
If we have a given set of energy eigenvalues,
hE¯ 0 ,E¯ 1flE¯ 2N−1j, we can form the set of energy differences,
hE¯ i,j ;E¯ i−E¯ jj. We can then calculate the Fourier transform
of these differences, and compare our measured spectrum
with the calculated spectrum. If we have a sufficient sam-
pling of the Fourier space maxsmd@2N, then the problem is
overdetermined, and we can apply a least-squares method to
reconstruct the original energy spectrum sto within an addi-
tive constant, and global sign changed. We may apply the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm f19–21g to perform this re-
construction in polynomial time with an initial guess at the
set of energy eigenvalues.
One could use this method to scan through many values
of f and use this to show that the energy gap, D, for the
excitation from the ground to first excited state obeys the
relation
D , uf − fcug s13d
with g=1, as for the transverse Ising chain f9g.
The above method requires knowledge of the approximate
values of zkiuUmuClz2, which means that a measurement with
result uil must be achieved multiple times. In work by Miquel
et al. f22g, it has been shown that spectroscopy can be
achieved much more easily by implementing a controlled-U
2In fact, we can define ufnl as an eigenstate of H¯ , where n is a
label by which we can identify which of the four eigenvalues are
chosen for each k.
3The dependence on u and x will be suppressed for clarity from
now on.
4uil are simply binary expansions of i in the sz basis.
FIG. 2. Determination of the eigenvalue spectrum of the unitary
operator. The Fourier transform of zkiuUmuClz2 is shown as a vertical
density, and is shown as a function of the horizontal coordinate u,
for a fixed x=0.2. Four qubits are used here so as to provide a
complex, but not confusing, diagram. The white bands indicate a
large Fourier component. The superimposed gray lines show all
energy differences—note that some of these are disallowed. In this
case, 2048 samples are used in the Fourier series, and simulations
are taken in steps of 0.01 in u. From this diagram, we can see the
energy gap between the ground state and first excited state ap-
proaching zero. We can also see a level crossing, where one of the
gray lines is reflected through the origin at u.0.23.
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sCUd gate, and measuring only a single qubit f23g. We can
achieve this by using an ancillary qubit, and express the CU
operation as
sOCUdm:uil ^ uCl → uil ^ UimuCl ,
where uil can be either u0l, which takes uCl to uCl, or u1l,
which takes uCl to UmuCl.
Following Miquel et al.’s procedure, a weak measurement
on the control bit can be performed to yield the result
kszl = RefTrsUmdg, ksyl = ImfTrsUmdg .
If we repeat this for a variety of m, we can use the method
above to reconstruct the energy level diagram. Further,
Miquel et al. f22g propose a scheme using the quantum Fou-
rier transform to probe specific regions of the spectrum of the
eigenvalues of U. This is achieved by introducing an effec-
tive time scale into U, and exploiting the conjugacy of en-
ergy and time.
In work done by Abrams and Lloyd f24g, and further ex-
plored in an ion trap context by Travaglione and Milburn
f25g, it has been shown that it is possible to estimate the
eigenvalues associated with any unitary map. These corre-
spond directly to the energy eigenvalues of the equivalent
Hamiltonian, which we are interested in. The scheme also
yields an approximate eigenvector with high probability.
Note, however, that an ancilliary index register is used,
which is at least the same size as the system of interest. The
use of these additional qubits may make this method experi-
mentally prohibitive in the short term.
Starting with a mixed state ujlI in the ancilliary index
register, and a state of the target system uCl, we perform the
transformation
LsUd:ujlIuClT → ujlI ^ UjuClT
followed by a Fourier transformation on the index register.
Measuring the index register will then yield, with high prob-
ability, an approximate eigenvector of U in the target state,
and information about the phase of the eigenvalue of U in the
index register.
We have presented a number of key ideas which will
drive our search for a QPT in a system which is implement-
able on an ion-trap quantum computer in a natural way. We
have taken the Feynman thesis and turned it around, to ask
what might happen if we have some implementable unitary
transformation. We have shown that the Hamiltonian corre-
sponding to a separated Ising map, Eq. s4d, belongs to the
same universality class as the transverse Ising model. Fur-
ther, the map presented here only uses components which
have already been realized on an ion-trap quantum comput-
ing architecture. We have also suggested some experimental
signatures, including ground-state energy and entanglement,
and spectroscopic information which may lead to the recon-
struction of the energy spectrum.
Our results for the specific case of a transverse Ising chain
lead us to make the following conjecture.
Conjecture. Consider two Hamiltonians, H0 and H1,
which do not commute. Define H2;H0+gH1 and eiH3sgd
=eiH0eigH1, and suppose the ground state of H2 undergoes a
QPT as a function of g. It is conjectured that H3sgd under-
goes a QPT in the same universality class as H2.5
By the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff f26g formula, H3=H2
+ sg /2dfH0 ,H1g+ sg2 /6dfflgfl. To show that these extra
terms are irrelevant in the RG sense will be to establish the
conjecture.
Note added. After completion of this work, we became
aware of some other work on simulating quantum phase tran-
sitions in ion traps f27g.
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